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Congruent polygons worksheets

In order to continue using our site, we ask you to confirm your identity as a person. Thank you very much for your cooperation. Matching Shapes - 1 FREE Tell if the pairs of shapes are identical or not identical.  Then colour the matching sets.6.  Then color similar shapes in each hall.3. In this worksheet, we will practice identifying matching polygons and using their properties to find the missing length or
page angle. Question 5: Two squares are identical. If one side length is 78, what is the length of the other side? Question 6: If the RST≅啦 MNO, what is RT identical? Question 7: Since the ≅ the following is certain? A∠Q≅∠V B∠R≅∠T C∠R≅∠U D∠P≅∠T E∠P≅∠In Q8: If the啦 ABC≅啦啦 XYZ, what is the length of XY? Q9: In the following figure, AC=CD, AB=BD, m∠ABC=81∘ and m∠A=43∘.
Find ∠ACD. Q11: Find x and y values. Ax=6.39 cm, y=72∘ Bx=5.7 cm, y=58∘ Cx=5.15 cm, y=72∘ Dx=5.15 cm, y=50∘ Q12: Are the two polygons identical if their corresponding sides are the same length? Question 13: Are all two equilateral triangles identical? Question 14: Given that the ≅啦 TUV, which of the following is sure? APR≅UV BQR≅TU CPQ≅TU DQR≅TV EPQ≅UV Q15: Which of the
following identical statements is true? A啦 ADB≅啦 CDA B ABD≅啦啦 ACD C ABD≅啦啦 CDA D啦 ABD≅啦啦 ADC Q16: Are the polygons identical? Q18: Since the polygons ABCD and XCBY are identical, determine the angles on Y, A and m∠ABC. A119∘, 77∘. 74∘ B90∘, 77∘.74∘ C119∘, 90∘.74∘ D119∘, 77∘, 90∘ Q20: If the LMN≅ the QRS, find the x and y values. Ax=5, y=11 Bx=4.4, y=11 Cx=5,
y=3.7 Dx=4.4, y=3.7 Ex=35, y=5.5 Q21: If ABC≅啦 DFE, find the x and y values. Ax=35.6, y=9.2 Bx=71.6, y=17.6 Cx=34, y=20 Dx=18.8, y=17.6 Ex=94, y=20 Q23: Since 啦 PQS≅啦 RQS, find the values of x and y. Ax=3117, y=6217 Bx=4, y=12 Cx=8, y=4 Dx=17104, y=17208 Ex=5919, y=1917 Q25: ABCDE polygon circumference is 176 cm and ABCDE≅FMLDE. Since E∈⃖ ⃗ AND DE = 48 cm,
find the circu∈⃖ ⃗mference of the ABCDLMF image. Geometry worksheets Similar and identical polygons (p. 5)
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